Primary energy based corollaries of point spread function with asymmetric apodization using complex pupil function have been studied in the case of three-zone aperture. Merit function like semicircled energy factor, excluded semicircled energy, and displaced semicircled energy were analyzed with respect to Airy case in terms of phase and amplitude apodization. Analytical results have been presented for the optimum parameters of phase and amplitude asymmetric apodization.
Introduction
The principal corollaries measure the fraction of the total energy enclosed in the PSF of specific radius " " in the focal plane of optical imaging systems. Flux in a circle of specific radius (encircled energy) is the significant parameter in quantifying the performance of optical without aberrations. A lot of work has been done on the energy corollaries, but all the studies were pertained to symmetrically apodized PSF where the energy distribution on both sides of the diffraction centre is symmetric, whereas current study is dealing with asymmetric PSF. Asymmetric apodization is defined as the modification in the diffraction pattern by suppressing the optical side lobes on one side of the PSF at the cost of enhancing the side lobes on the other side while decreasing the width of the central maximum. For the obtained asymmetric PSF, where the central disc is not an exact circle, the corollaries based on the energy of the PSF, namely, the semicircled energy, excluded semicircled energy, displaced semicircled energy, and mean apodization ratio on both sides of the PSF, are investigated for the amplitude and phase filters.
Initially the idea of asymmetric apodization was introduced by Cheng and Siu [1, 2] . Later Siu et al. continued their work and successfully applied asymmetric apodization to one-dimensional arrays [3] . All these studies are significant breakthrough in asymmetric apodization studies. Based on their studies Reddy and Sagar [4] applied the concept of asymmetric apodization to semicircular arrays of circular pupil functions and they achieved improved side-lobe suppression. Reddy and Sagar [5] introduced semicircled energy factor for analyzing the flux distribution in the image plane of optical systems with phase-only pupil. Naresh Kumar Reddy et al. [6] studied Strehl ratio, total transmission factor, and half power diameter for point spread function of imaging systems with asymmetric apodization. Rayleigh [7] discussed importance of the encircled factor to determine the illuminations in the edge ringing effect. Luneberg [8] studied third apodization problem to find the optimum pupil function for maximum encircled energy. Ueno and Asakura [9] investigated optimum pupil apodization for maximum encircled energy with specified overall transmittance. Mondal [10, 11] studied corollaries of PSF apodized with various amplitude filters. A few earlier studies in this case are limited [12] [13] [14] [15] . Earlier studies [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] are the basis for current investigation. The present study on corollaries of the PSF of an asymmetric optical imaging system enables us to know the effects of asymmetric apodization on the consequences like increase in resolution in the Sparrow criterion, decrease in full width 2 International Journal of Optics half maximum (FWHM), and so forth. Finally a comparison study can be made between Airy PSF corollaries and APSF corollaries from which important conclusions are presented.
Theory
Based on the Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction theory, amplitude impulse response of phase and amplitude apodized optical imaging systems can be given as
where 0 ( ) is the Bessel function of the first kind and zero order with argument ( ). ( ) is the pupil function, where = (2 / ) sin . Here is the radial coordinate in the complex pupil function. ( ) for the three-zone amplitude and phase filter is given by
On introducing the amplitude apodization parameter to control the degree of nonuniformity of transmission in the central region of the pupil of radius (1 − ) and introducing semicircular edge ring of width to control the phase apodization of the pupil function, complex pupil function ( ) consists of three zones with two semicircular edge rings of equal width " " with opposite phase transmittances of the form + and − and the central circular zone is with amplitude apodizer and its corresponding phase transmittance is zero. For amplitude apodizer, the amplitude transmittance at the center ( = 0) of aperture ( ) is equal to unity, that is, maximum. It decreases towards the edge of the aperture as " " goes to 0.5 for all values of . From Figure 2 , it is clear that ( ) is minimum at edges for any degree of amplitude apodization. is the apodization parameter controlling the degree of nonuniformity of the transmittance over zone of radius (1 − ). The range it takes is 0 ≤ ≤ 1. It is clear that, for = 0, the transmittance of this zone is uniform. Transmittance over the rest of the two zones of circular aperture of unit radius is unity. Here is the certain width of semicircular edge ring. The range of values it takes is 0 ≤ ≤ 0.1. It is obvious that, for = 0, the PSF obtained is symmetric in nature. The asymmetry in the PSF increases with the values of (degree of phase apodization) and further improved by increase in amplitude apodization parameter . The design of pupil function can be seen in Figure 4 .
The optics term semicircled energy refers to a measure of concentration of energy over one side of the PSF from the diffraction centre. Calculation of the semicircled energy factor (SCEF) on both sides of the PSF gives the total distribution of energy in the asymmetric PSF. In the case of two-dimensional aperture, the side-lobe region is specified not only by " ," which related to the orientation , but also by azimuth angle B, which determines how large the good side "window" is, taken as − /3 < B < /3. By the minimum of intensity square, the semicircular edge ring width is determined to be = 0.1.
(0, ) is the amplitude in the image plane at point " " (reduced dimension less diffraction coordinate), units away from the diffraction head due to the pupil function. Hence, the integration over B introduces just the same constant in both the numerator and the denominator. Amplitude contains Bessel functions of the first kind, which oscillate from positive to negative values very rapidly and become zero at a finite distance from the centre of the diffraction image ( = 0). Thus
Excluded semicircled energy (ESCE) is complementary quantity of the semicircled energy. In order to examine the outer ring structure in detail, this factor is convenient as compared to the semicircled energy. The function of an International Journal of Optics 3 asymmetric apodizer is best fulfilled if this factor is maximum on good side and minimum on bad side of the obtained asymmetric PSF.
The expression for excluded semicircled energy is as follows:
This energy corollary is useful in some photometric situations. For example, the contrast at the center of the image of a black disk seen against a uniform incoherent background is semicircled energy, so excluded semicircled energy gives the residual intensity. Such situation exists in the transit of planet across the Sun. this parameter is useful in evaluating apodization for suppressing the ring structure. Displaced semicircled energy (DSCE) is the difference between the semicircled energy (SCEF) of the perfect system (Airy) and given case (asymmetrically apodized). It is useful to compare the energy distribution in the actual optical system to its perfect counterpart. Thus
where SCEF ( ) gives the semicircled energy for Airy case and SCEF ( ) gives the semicircled energy for asymmetrically apodized case. If the displacement semicircled energy is positive, there is an outward displacement of energy, and if it is negative, there is an inward displacement of energy. This parameter is more sensitive to aperture obscuration and less sensitive to image motion.
Results and Discussions
The improved resolution of asymmetric point spread function with amplitude and phase filters has been analyzed in terms of energy corollaries on both sides of the main lobe. However, we reported the majority of the results for the good side which is the half part of the complete pattern. The results on investigations on semicircled, excluded, and displaced energies have been studied. In order to investigate the flux enclosed in the detector plane of optical imaging, systems have been obtained as function of dimension less diffraction parameter " " by employing the standard numerical method of integration. An iterative method has been developed and applied to determine the asymmetric radial distribution of energy within a specific radius " " in the plane of observation or detection. Semicircled energy factor of the APSF as function of " " for various combinations of and is obtained for Airy case ( = 0 and = 0), symmetric apodized case ( = 0 and ̸ = 0), and asymmetric apodized case ( ̸ = 0). In our analysis, it has been observed that, for Airy case, SCEF( ) increases rapidly for first few values " " in the receiver plane and later on slows down considerably before finally approaching half of the unity asymptotically.
In this case, there is quick increase in SCEF up to a value of around 3.0 which results in a fast growth in the peak intensity of the main lobe. For = 0.4 and = 0, it has been observed that with the introduction of three-zone amplitude filter in the central region of the aperture there is a variation in SCEF compared to Airy case. Till is equal to 3.75 the semicircled energy is equal to that of Airy case and beyond 3.75 the semicircled energy is greater than the Airy case. Two equal semicircular edge rings of width (0.06) with opposite transparencies have been distributed over the central circular region of the aperture with which an asymmetric PSF has been obtained with unequal energies on both sides of the central lobe. The side on which the side lobes are enhanced is referred to as bad side and the other is referred to as good side. From Figure 1 , it is clear that for all the values of varying from 0 to 15 the semicircled energy is found to be less than other cases (Airy case and also symmetrically apodized case). From Figure 1 , it has been observed that the value of SCEF is not as much of Airy case. It is also noticed that with the introduction of amplitude apodizer in the central region of the aperture the semicircled energy factor is further decreased comparatively with the above-mentioned cases. Figure 2 shows the variation in amplitude transmittance for different values of amplitude apodization parameter as a function of the radial coordinate " " of the pupil. It shows a monotonic decrease of amplitude transmittance ( ) with the normalized distance . At the center of the pupil ( = 0) transmittance is unity, that is, highest for all values of , and it decreases towards the edges as goes to 0.5. Transmittance is minimum at the edges for all values of . Figure 3 or ̸ = 0 (0.4), more excluded energy has been recorded than that of Airy case, whereas for symmetrically apodized case ( ̸ = 0 and = 0) the excluded energy is detected less than Airy case. It has been clearly illustrated in Figure 5 . It is concluded that with increase in value the excluded energy is decreasing. It is depicted clearly in Figure 6 . With increase of degree of amplitude apodization in the central region of the aperture, the central disc widens; more energy is accumulated in the central region compared to the energy concentrated in the near vicinity of the diffraction centre, whereas in the case of asymmetric apodization the energy is shifting to one side of the diffraction centre (bad side) and simultaneously narrowing the central lobe of the diffraction pattern. The side on which the optical lobes are suppressed is termed as good side and the energy from this side has been excluded more to the outer rings. The excluded energy on the good side increases with increase in the value of " ." It is observed that it is minimum for = 0 and maximum for = 0.1. It is observed in more detail in Figure 7 .
The values of displaced semicircled energy on good side for various combinations of and are studied. There is no displaced energy for Airy case by definition. It has been observed that for symmetrically apodized optical system ( ̸ = 0 and = 0) the displaced energy is negative, which means that the semicircled energy possesses higher values. Hence the displaced energy is lying on the negative axis. For an optical system ( = 0 and ̸ = 0) the semicircled energy on the good side is less than Airy case; hence by definition the values of displaced energy are positive for all the values of . For ̸ = 0 and ̸ = 0, the semicircled energy of the system is very low compared to the semicircled energy in Airy case; hence the displaced energy values are high compared to the other cases. Figure 8 illustrates that in absence of phase apodization ( = 0) for all values of the displaced energy is lower than Airy case for lower values of and on further rise in the displaced energy is on negative axis. Negative values of displaced energy in Figure 8 indicate that the semicircled energy increases with degree of amplitude apodization ( ). Figure 9 shows the corresponding distribution of diffraction filed, where the Airy PSF is presented as a solid black curve. It is clearly seen that the complex pupil under different considerations obtains the optical side lobes much lower than Airy ones and the central lobe is narrowed.
Conclusions
The following explanation for the energy based corollaries of asymmetric point spread function can be given. With introduction of amplitude apodizer in the central region gives modified PSF with equal energies (equal intensity in side lobes or secondary maxima) on both sides of the diffraction centre. Hence, as increases, the semicircled energy on both sides of the PSF increases. In the case of asymmetric apodization, as increases, the energy distribution on both sides of the diffraction centre is not equal (i.e., asymmetric). With increase in value the semicircled energy decreases on the good side and at the same time for = 0.02 and 0.04 the semicircled energy on bad side is more than that of Airy case. Hence the excluded energy increases on good side of the APSF as degree of asymmetric apodization increases. Increase in the semicircled excluded energy results in the enhancement of resolution of the optical system. On the contrary, as increases, the amount of excluded energy decreases. Hence the highest excluded energy is recorded for maximum amplitude apodization ( = 1). For lower values of , the positive values of displaced energy are obtained which indicates more energy in the Airy pupil than that of the apodized pupil with complex pupil filters. The displaced energy on good side of the diffraction centre increases as increases rendering the asymmetrically apodized pupils energy lower than Airy pupils. In this case, the energy is shifting to one side of the diffraction centre (i.e., bad side of the PSF) and simultaneously narrowing the central lobe of the diffraction pattern. The side on which the optical lobes are suppressed is termed as good side and the energy from this side has been excluded more to the outer rings. This asymmetry increases with the width ( ) of the edge rings and is promoted by the increase in the degree of apodization ( ) of the central circular region of the aperture. Thus, present study has many applications in diverse potential fields such as confocal microscopy, spectroscopy, astronomy, communication, and medical imaging.
